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THURSDAY FEBRUARY 23, 2006

Subtropics Experimental Music and Sound
Arts Festival
Subtropics opened tonight. Ordinarily, you’d have recieved advanced warning,
so appologies on that front [1]. This yearly music festival represents the true
cutting edge of avant-garde music, and it’s amazing that Miami has been able
to support it all these years. (‘Nuff respect to Gustavo Matamoros for keeping
this thing going long before the MPAC money started coming in.) Sufice it to
say that for anyone interested in sound art, Subtropics should be the highlight
of the year. Opening night was a blast:

The evening started with Alvin Lucier’s Music on a Long Thin Wire performed
by Ben Manley.
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Hypersonic Test: Florida is Gustavo’s first collaboration with video artist
Charles Recher since Cars and Fish. 9 performers equiped with backpack
power generators, armband video ipods, and chest-mounted unidirectional
sound modules walked around the room, selectively delivering snippets of
south florida flavor.

Sometimes, the performers confronted each other. Yowzer! (Note the ipod
video.)
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David Dunn walked the whole thing home with an audiovisual presentation
that pulled together chaos theory, strange attractors, bats, bugs, and small
invertebrate creatures that live in standing water. Unlike in past
performances of his I’ve seen, David was miked up at his computer, and set up
each piece with an explanation of what the sounds were.

His art deals as much with faithfully capturing the acoustic experience of
natural phenomena as with creating an artistic “work,” so his presenation had
a Discovery Channel edge to it. David does not shy away from intervention
when it is necessary to the piece, though – a 40 second recording of bats had
to be slowed down (to reduce the pitch) to be audible, alienating it from its
original time-reference, but not violating its relationship to reality.

Also got a chance to pop over to the MoCA Annex for the opening of . . . —-
not AGAIN?! Sorry, the MoCA has no mention of the opening tonight at their
annex anywhere on their website. They sent out a card, which I have
somewhere, and I’ll post the information here as soon as I get it. Meanwhile,
[Kathleen to the rescue] Luminosity, an exhibit by Natalia Benedetti. It’s a
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groovy skydiving video installation. There’s also an exhibition of the usual
suspects from the MoCA’s permanent collection, which apparently they were
upset about only being able to show for a few months every other Summer
(their piece by Nam June Paik is included, of course).

But so anyway, here is the schedule for the rest of Subtropics. If you like your
music weird, go.

[1] Nobody tells me nothing. I found out because of the Dorsch marketing
machine, which cranked out a press release on the morning of the event.
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